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Staying in sync

ALEXA ROGALS | DAILY EGYPTIAN

The Southern Illinois Dance Company performs Saturday during its fall dance performance in Furr Auditorium. The dance company has two performances per year, one at
the end of each semester. “SIDC has been on campus for years and each year we get more people to attend our performances,” dancer Emilio Velez said. “It’s nice to see so
many people coming out and watching us perform.”

Guidelines could increase
cholesterol drug usage
MATT DARAY
Daily Egyptian
More Americans could end up taking
cholesterol-lowering statin drugs thanks to
new guidelines issued Nov. 12 by national
health officials.
The American Heart Association and
American College of Cardiology changed their
policies to look at more factors other than
cholesterol levels when evaluating patients
for medication; a change that is controversial
among cardiologists. Some experts think the
new system is more efficient and is a starting
point for Americans to become healthier. The
system better informs the country about who
needs to worry about cholesterol.
The new guidelines recommend treatment
for patients who have heart disease, Type 2
diabetes, Low-Density Lipoprotein, or LDL
cholesterol, over 190 milligrams per deciliter
or a 10-year risk of a heart attack above 7.5
percent—factoring in variables such as age,
gender, race and if the individual smokes.
The guidelines can be entered into a health
calculator featured on the AHA’s website.
Dr. Neil Stone, chair of the panel that
created the cholesterol guidelines for the AHA,
and a professor of medicine at Northwestern
University said in an interview, the idea
behind the new guidelines started several years
ago and are intended to give Americans the
best options for their health.

“We were asked by the (National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute) a number of years
ago to review the evidence and try to align
the new guidelines, the updated guidelines,
more with the evidence,” he said. “Over
time, the evidence changes and Americans
want their guidelines to reflect not just the
latest information but the best.”
Stone said the new guidelines aim to tackle
obesity in the country head-on and promote
healthy lifestyle changes for people. He said
every health guideline changes on a regular
basis but this policy had a longer interval
than most because the process of revising
it is strictly evidence-based. This minimizes
individual biases for each case, he said.
The new guidelines also aim to help the
people who really need them. Nearly 30
percent of Americans who take statin drugs
don’t need them, Stone said.
“Our guidelines, we estimate, would put
32 million on the statin because unlike the old
guidelines, we’re trying to prevent heart attack
and stroke, and unlike the old guidelines, we
have new, better information that says who
would benefit and who wouldn’t,” he said.
Dr. Jeremy Davis, an assistant professor
of animal science food and nutrition at SIU,
said cholesterol is something all animals
have and is an important for animals and
humans alike.
Please see CHOLESTEROL | 4

Local Green Party Candidate
runs for Congress again
MATT DARAY
Daily Egyptian
For the Bradshaw family, running
for political office and supporting the
community are as normal as watching
everyone’s favorite television show together.
Paula Bradshaw, a nurse at Memorial
Hospital in Carbondale, announced her
candidacy for the 12th Congressional
District seat November 12, marking the
second year in a row she is running for the
office as a Green Party candidate.
Bradshaw’s family is used to the campaign
trail as her husband, Rich Whitney, ran
as a Green Party candidate for governor
in 2006 and 2010, and is chairman of the
Illinois Green Party. Her daughter, Jessica
Bradshaw, is a member of the Carbondale
City Council.
Bradshaw said she is vying for office
again because of the problems the state and
country still face need solutions.
“I’m running for Congress again because
I’m looking with alarm at the state of our
country and the world,” she said. “We need
to use the political power that we have in
Congress to make decisions that make a
more livable environment for ourselves and
our prosperity.”
Bradshaw said her candidacy will run on
the platform of the Green New Deal, a plan
that proposes ways to deal with financial

crises and addresses global warming.
She favors strategies such as government
investment in energy efficiency projects,
preventing corporate evasion by demanding
financial
reporting
and
low-carbon
infrastructure redevelopment to create jobs.
The platform for her campaign is the
same as last year because all the problems
she wanted fixed, such as providing jobs for
the unemployed and finding cost effective
environmental-friendly resources for the
state, have not been fixed.
“No one has solved these problems in
the year since I last ran,” she said. “I’m still
seeing the same thing. We need to get it
together and solve these problems.”
Even though she did not win last year,
Bradshaw said she is running again because
she cares about our environment and our
country. She said the people in charge of the
government are being short-sighted about
such things as the use of coal for energy.
She wants to have long-term solutions to
problems.
Running for political office is not the
only contribution Bradshaw makes to the
community. She works as a nurse and hosts
a radio show on WDBX 91.1 FM.
Whitney said he’s excited to see his wife
run for Congress again, especially since she
ran a great campaign last year.
Please see CONGRESS | 4
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Federal judge grants stay
of execution in Missouri
JIM SALTER
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — A federal judge
in Missouri on Tuesday granted a stay
of execution to white supremacist
serial killer Joseph Paul Franklin just
hours before his scheduled death,
citing concerns over the state’s new
execution method.
U.S. District Court Judge Nanette
Laughrey ruled that a lawsuit filed
by Franklin and 20 other death
row inmates challenging Missouri’s
execution protocol must be resolved
before he is put to death.
The 14-page ruling criticizes the
timing of the state’s changes to how
it administers capital punishment,
specifically its plan to use for the first
time ever, a single drug, pentobarbital,
made for the first time in Missouri by a
compounding pharmacy.
Laughrey wrote that the Missouri
Department of Corrections “has
not provided any information about
the certification, inspection history,
infraction history, or other aspects of
the compounding pharmacy or of the
person compounding the drug.” She
noted that the execution protocol,
which has changed repeatedly, “has

been a frustratingly moving target.”
It wasn’t immediately clear whether
the state would appeal the ruling.
Messages left with the state attorney
general’s office were not returned.
If a federal appeals court or the U.S.
Supreme Court struck down Laughrey’s
ruling, the execution could go forward.
Franklin’s attorney, Jennifer Herndon,
said the execution warrant allows it to
be carried out anytime Wednesday.
Herndon said Franklin, who has
been diagnosed as mentally ill, didn’t
seem to fully understand the stay.
“He was happy,” she said. “I’m
not really convinced that he totally
understands that he was going to die.”
Franklin, 63, was convicted of seven
other murders, but the Missouri case
was the only one resulting in a death
sentence. Franklin also has admitted
to shooting and wounding civil rights
leader Vernon Jordan and Hustler
magazine publisher Larry Flynt, who
has been paralyzed from the waist
down since the attack in 1978.
Like other states, Missouri long had
used a three-drug execution method.
Drugmakers stopped selling those drugs
to prisons and corrections departments,
so in April 2012 Missouri announced
a new one-drug execution protocol

using propofol. The state planned to use
propofol for an execution last month.
But Gov. Jay Nixon ordered the
Missouri Department of Corrections
to come up with a new drug after an
outcry from the medical profession
over planned use of the popular
anesthetic in an execution. Most
propofol is made in Europe, and the
European Union had threaten to limit
exports of it.
The corrections department turned
to pentobarbital made through a
compounding pharmacy. Few details
have been made public about the
compounding pharmacy, because
state law provides privacy for parties
associated with executions.
“Throughout this litigation, the
details of the execution protocol have
been illusive at best,” Laughrey wrote.
“It is clear from the procedural history
of this case that through no fault of his
own, Franklin could not resolve his
claims without a stay of his scheduled
execution date.”
She added: “Franklin has been
afforded no time to research the risk of
pain associated with the Department’s
new protocol, the quality of the
pentobarbital provided, and the record
of the source of the pentobarbital.”
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Determination, the will of an ROTC cadet
LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
The SIU ROTC program is full of hardworking men and women, but one cadet
has proven strength and resilience is what
becoming an Army Officer is all about.
Born in Milwaukee, Wis. and raised in
Morton, senior MS4 cadet Zach Kodatt, 22,
has been through a lot and some would say
is a fairly lucky guy. He is a criminal justice
major, and is minoring in sociology and
military science.
Growing up he enjoyed football, baseball,
Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts and getting into
trouble. Zach’s parents, Bruce and Teresa, have
owned a small jewelry shop for the past eight
years, and raised him to be an All-American
young man. Over the next several years, Zach
would receive news that would change his
perspective on the world.
On January 6, 2008, in spring semester
of his junior year in high school, Zach was
diagnosed with cancer. Never having a family
member diagnosed with cancer before, Zach
was told the likelihood of being diagnosed was
particularly rare.
“The oncologist said I had a better chance
of winning the lottery four times over and
getting struck by lightning eight times over,”
Kodatt said.
“On that Monday at 5:30 p.m. we went
into the doctor’s office and he was then
scheduled for surgery that Wednesday at 8:00
a.m.,” father Bruce Kodatt said. “I knew on
Monday, the way the doctor was talking about
it that he had cancer, but he was too young
to understand a life-threatening disease at the
time,” said Bruce Kodatt.
Zach had a three-month cycle of
chemotherapy at St. Jude Midwest Children’s
Research Hospital in Peoria. Kodatt did not
know why, but his chemo revolved around the
number three.
“Three days, every third week, for three
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“Cholesterol is something in all your
cells. We make it, we get it from our diet
and basically anything that’s animalbased food is going to (have it),” he said.
“Cholesterol is basically in every cell of
an animal origin.”
Davis said cholesterol is important to
monitor because if it isn’t metabolized,
it can accumulate in the body and can
become oxidized and damaging. He
said this process then leads to hardening
of the arteries, causing heart attacks and
strokes.
Dr. Firas Al Badarin, a cardiologist
for Southern Illinois Healthcare, said
the new system shares similarities with
the older one, particularly when it
comes to lifestyle choices.
“What’s common between the new
and the old guidelines is the emphasis
on lifestyle. That’s the fundamental of
heart disease prevention and this has
not changed,” he said.
Core lifestyle choices, like weight
reduction, physical activity, avoiding
smoking, and avoiding high fat and
carbohydrate diets, are still the same
as before, Al Badarin said. He said the
emphasis on healthy lifestyle would
probably always be a factor in the
guidelines.

months, with three surgeries,” Kodatt said.
crash. That’s when I found Zach in a rolledThe hardest part for him was being isolated over passenger car.”
from friends. When you have chemotherapy,
The top of the roof caved in and took off
you have no immune system, he said. Kodatt’s parts of his head, while the seat belt did not
oncologist said he wouldn’t be able to attend lock and instead wrapped around his neck,
school for several months.
breaking it in two places. The air bags did not
Zach found ways to stay light-hearted during deploy and his back broke in three places.
hard times though. After his first session of
“When I got in there, there was a ton of
chemotherapy, he discovered hair all over his blood and Zach was breathing but he was kind
pillow the next morning and decided to have of in and out of consciousness,” Belcher said.
fun with it.
“So the first thing that
“The first thing I did was I
I did was I had to stop
ran upstairs, and went ‘Hey
the bleeding on his
ny time you come
mom!’ and ripped a chunk of
head because he had
that close to death,
my hair out, which freaked her
really severe cuts in
out,” he said.
multiple directions on
it makes you a little bit
Zach was strongly supported more appreciative of
his head, it was like he
by his high school, where they
got scalped basically.”
sent a teacher after school every breath you take.
Belcher monitored
every single day to tutor him.
Zach until rescuers
Upon graduating, Kodatt
— Zach Kodatt arrived and were able
attended Illinois Central
senior studying criminal justice to get him into the
College in East Peoria for a
ambulance. Kodatt was
year before coming to SIU and pursuing his then rushed to St. Louis University Hospital.
dream to become an Army officer.
“They would’ve life lined me with a chopper,”
On January 20, 2012, Zach experienced yet Kodatt said. “But it was so icy they couldn’t get
another life threatening incident. It was during a helicopter near, and it took them about four
the ice storm of 2012, when Zach was driving hours in the ambulance to drive me an hour
from Carbondale to Ramsey, when his car and a half.”
slipped on ice and flipped off the road.
Zach was sedated for 45 days, remained in
Kodatt’s car landed on a field about half a the hospital three weeks after that, and spent six
mile from the home of Illinois State Police months recovering in a back and neck brace. After
Trooper Adam Belcher, an Army National several surgeries he now has a plate in his neck.
Guard veteran with medical training. Shortly
One of his breaks was so bad that they had
after hearing the crash, Belcher had received to surgically remove a part of his spine that had
a call from his uncle, Rick Burks, a volunteer exploded, replacing it with a cadaver bone.
fire fighter at the Patoka Township Fire
“Now I have one big mega vertebrate in my
Department saying there had been an accident neck,” he said.
close to his home.
Zach said he broke vertebrae C4 and C7 with
“He said that there was a crash out towards an anterior cervical fusion of C6 to C7, and also
my house and I put two and two together broke T3, T5 and T8.
and figured if there was a car wreck, it was on
Miraculously, his spine did not need surgery.
Kinoka road,” Belcher said. “Long story short Instead of breaking his vertebrae in one line, they
I got my medical bag out of my squad car and broke every other bone. According to Kodatt, he
I drove my personal truck to the scene of the would’ve needed a rod surgically implanted if any

While he can’t debate whether the
new system is better than the old one,
some of his colleagues across the nation
are doing just that, Al Badarin said.
“I don’t think we can say if they
are better, worse, or the same and,
interestingly enough, they have sparked
enormous and intense debates between
top leaders in the field,” he said. “So
some still advocate, more or less, a
modification of the older approach and,
obviously, there are strong proponents
for the new approach.”
As of Tuesday, some cardiologists
across the country from hospitals such
as Brigham and Women’s Hospital in
Boston tested the new calculator and
found that it greatly overestimates the
risk of cardiovascular disease.
The new system might not be
perfect at the moment, but it is a
stepping-stone for better guidelines in
the future, Davis said.
“I’m sure that someone is
going to critique any changes to
recommendations that any of these
agencies make but I think it takes time
to really work these things out and I
think it’s a step in the right direction,”
he said.”
Matt Daray can be reached at
mdaray@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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“Of course I’m very supportive,”
he said. “She ran a great campaign
in 2012 and we very much need
new leadership in Congress that’s
going to take on problems like
global climate change and the
attacks on civil liberties and the
permanent warfare state and some
of the other critical issues we’re
facing as a country. She’s got the
platform to do that.”
His run for governor was on
the same principles Bradshaw is
running for, Whitney said. He
said they both share the same
motivation to change aspects
of the government that are not
working, and be more responsive
to the people.
Jessica Bradshaw said while
her duties with city council will
prevent her from helping her
mother’s campaign, she’s still fully
behind her mother’s candidacy.
“Obviously, I’m very excited.
I’m hoping she does well and I’m
hoping she wins,” she said. “I’m
hoping she at least does better
than last time.”
Bradshaw said she is interested
in local politics, which is why she

had broken in a row.
It took his parents 11 hours to reach him, and as
any parent would be, they were in complete shock.
“We were just wondering if we were ever going
to be able to say goodbye to him,” Bruce Kodatt
said.
After being sedated, Zach Kodatt was stubborn
and could not bear the thought of not walking.
“The first day I woke up and I made my
parents go get the nurse and then I stood up,”
Kodatt said.
After proving he could walk, Kodatt began to
set his focus towards getting back into the ROTC,
although it would be difficult.
“Five years ago I was told I would never be in
the military by a staff sergeant,” Kodatt said.
Anyone that has taken five years to get into the
Army has a lot of determination. He wouldn’t
take no for an answer, Bruce Kodatt said.
Zach should be graduating this year, but his
determination and strong family faith is what has
helped him graduate in the first place. He had to
take extra classes to get where he is now, Sergeant
Tom Arnett said.
“We had faith in his worth ethic, that he would
qualify himself,” Arnett said.
Kodatt said that through his experiences he has
realized he isn’t an invincible teenager, and have
matured and humbled him.
“Any time you come that close to death, it
makes you a little bit more appreciative of every
breath you take,” he said.
Senior MS4 Jonathan Rivera said everyone
looks up to Kodatt and respects him, and that he
is just a good, strong-hearted guy.
“He is very resilient, the accident never really
stopped him from doing anything,” Rivera said.
Zach said SIU has been very supportive and
has prepared him well to become an Army
officer, and hopes to become a field artillery
officer in August.

ran for city council.
“I’m more interested in politics
more locally. I care a lot about
Carbondale,” she said. “I think
that’s where things start, at a local
community level.”
Having a family so involved in
politics just happens to be what
the family enjoys doing, Paula
Bradshaw said.
“That just happens to be our
interests. We don’t sit around and
watch football or Honey BooBoo or whatever, we are more
interested in public policy and
environmental issues and issues
of peace,” she said. “We’re more
interested in political things or
environmental things than the
kind of corporate media TV that
keeps most people entertained and
distracted from what’s going on.”
Changing the world to make
it better is why his family is so
interested in politics, Whitney
said.
“It’s a very natural outgrowth of
Paula and my involvement,” he said.
“I mean we’ve always been highly
interested in, you might say, living
in the kind of society that we believe
would better serve the interest of the
people and the only way we’re going
to get to that society is if we, the

Luke Nozicka can be reached at
lnozicka@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 est 254.

people, build it.”
Jessica Bradshaw said when she
was a kid she didn’t like politics as
much as her parents.
“Before I really knew what
politics were, I used to think they
weren’t very interesting at all,” she
said. “When I was a kid I was like
‘eh I don’t care.’”
After working with her father
on his political campaigns for
governor, Bradshaw said she
learned to like politics and
appreciate the need to be active in
them.
Bradshaw said she may run for
a higher office some day, but her
primary concern at the moment is
Carbondale and her job as a city
council member.
“Not really, not right now,”
she said. “I’m really interested
with Carbondale, making sure
the city uses a concrete plan as
their guiding mechanism, making
sure that we’re an innovator
downtown that’s sustainable and
environmentally friendly minded
as it can be. So that’s were I’m at
now.”
Matt Daray can be reached at
mdaray@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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Slithering to the cultural bottom on TV
DAN K. THOMASSON
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE
Just when you thought reality television
couldn’t get more bizarre, you have to
think again. How about a star who handles
poisonous snakes? He’s not a herpetologist
dedicated to risking his life to advance
medicine. To the contrary, he is probably
the diametric opposite — one who eschews
evolution for creationism and follows a Bibleoriented faith in which he employs rattlers
and cottonmouths and copperheads in a
mountain church.
It’s not a new way of life for some of those
who occupy the rural hills and fertile fields of
eastern Tennessee. Folks have been doing it
there with varying degrees of success (which
includes just surviving) for 100 years. What
makes 22-year-old Andrew Hamlin different
is that he has joined the “American Hoggers”
and “Ice Truckers” and bearded mavens of
“Duck Dynasty” in the cable world of offbeat
and sometimes just plain weird.
What makes Hamlin’s show a bit different is
the fact that “Snake Salvation” is the product
of one of the most respected institutions
in
America,
National
Geographic,
known for its global explorations in print

and television.
That apparently hasn’t much impressed
Tennessee authorities, however, who have
charged Hamlin with keeping dozens of the
deadly vipers in a room for routine touching
during services at his Tabernacle Church of
God (the trick is to keep them from touching
you). Hamlin has pleaded not guilty and his
followers complain that it is a contravention
of their religious freedom.
The harrowing practice does seem to run
counter to a Supreme Court ruling that the
state has the right to protect its citizens by
banning creatures of this sort except in zoos.
But Hamlin contends that the zoo exception
should apply to religious practitioners.
Tennessee is a place where religious
fundamentalism always has thrived.
Consider
the
still
controversial
confrontation that took place in the same
neighborhood early in the last century when
a school teacher, John T. Scopes, was fired
for exposing his class to Darwinism. The
so-called Monkey Trial brought together
such celebrated antagonists as William
Jennings Bryan, a three-time presidential
nominee, and legal giant, Clarence Darrow,
who battled over evolution vs. creationism
under the watchful eye of the world’s press,

including H.L. Mencken, the caustic,
iconoclastic wonder of the Baltimore Sun.
While no one expects the current debate to
reach that decibel, the presence of “National
Geo” and the contested room full of nasty
critters that probably would just as soon
not be there is enough to make the alligator
wrestlers and wild boar hunters and viewers of
cable television take notice.
Channels that once set out with the
loftiest intentions of bringing arts and
entertainment to the great unwashed seem
to have pandered to more basic instincts by
producing endless hours of junk hunters and
storage space speculators and gold seekers and
even moonshiners doing their things. Why?
It’s essentially because these programs are
inexpensive to put together. A camera man,
narrator and little script to force retakes keep
the cost much lower than regular television
reality programs based on unrecognized
talent in more aesthetic endeavors like singing
or dancing.
Seemingly common among those who
participate in the outdoor exercises for
instant fame and fortune — whether they
are cutting trees or prying open storage
bins or handling snakes — are physical and
language characteristics one might expect in

these situations.
And although the more arduous endeavors
like driving a truck over icy roads or
manipulating heavy equipment or fishing
for king crab off Alaska are conducted with
some degree of peril to the “performers,”
none appears more chilling than watching a
preacher play with a 6-foot rattlesnake while
exhorting his congregants on the ways of
following God.
Why this becomes fare for entertaining the
masses is relatively clear. It’s the same reason
motorists slow down to view an accident,
or we are fascinated by the ugliness of ants
attacking a tarantula, or one enters a carnival
tent to see a 500 pound, tattooed lady with
a beard.
The other day I ran into a show called
“The Governor’s Wife,” a pitiful exhibition of
the ups and downs of a marriage between a
30-something beauty and former Louisiana
governor and ex-convict Evan Edwards, an
octogenarian who apparently doesn’t know it,
and featuring her stepdaughters, his children
from an obviously former marriage who are in
their 60s. The wife is now pregnant.
Halleluiah, brother! So what’s next? How
about tryouts for the lead in a musical about
Terry Schiavo?
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Implementing improvement

REMY ABROUGHT | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Contract worker David Bishop, of Carbondale, finishes remodeling a kitchen Tuesday at Ambassador Hall.
The student-housing hall was taken over by JKH Realty Service’s new management in October of 2012 and
has undergone many improvements such as newly renovated rooms and a brand new kitchen area. “It was
time to upgrade,” project manager Jeff McConnell said. “We elected to spend the time and money to do It.”

Chicago mayor, comic engage over deep-dish diss
CHICAGO — Chicago’s mayor has
delivered a message to comedian Jon
Stewart: Don’t diss his city’s prized pizza.
Stewart denounced Chicago deepdish pizza on “The Daily Show” this
week as “an above-ground marinara
swimming pool for rats.”
His feigned tirade began during
a Wednesday segment about hard

feelings over North America’s tallest
building, a title heading to New York
from Chicago.
The diss did not sit well with pieloving Chicagoans.
Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s office sent
an anchovy-covered “real pizza” to
“The Daily Show” with a note that
said: “Jon, Deep Dish With Dead Fish.

Love, Rahm.”
Stewart’s staff was not impressed. A
video clip on the show’s Twitter page
shows a dog sniffing the pizza before
walking away.
An Emanuel spokeswoman noted
that the pizzas in question actually were
made in New York.
—Associated Press
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Ahmed Amley, a senior at Murphysboro High School, places hookah charcoals onto a heater Sunday
at Egyptian Corner and Hookah Café in Carbondale. The store recently reopened its back room for
customers to watch television, listen to Egyptian-style music and smoke. Seating areas are available
inside and outside.

Hookahs and hair, back again
JORDAN VANDEVEER
Daily Egyptian
Although
some
Carbondale
businesses closed their doors within
the last year, new ones are arriving.
Egyptian Corner and Hookah
Café and Ulta Beauty are two of the
newest stores to open in Carbondale.
We’re seeing a period of growth,“
Les O’Dell, executive director
of the Carbondale Chamber of
Commerce said.
Egyptian Corner, on the corner
of Wall Street and Route 13, is one
of those businesses that has opened
its doors.
Dean Amley, originally from
Jordan and a 1987 SIU alumnus of
electrical engineering, has owned the
property for about 12 years but just
took over the business side of things
in September and reopened it as
hookah cafe.
Amley said the Egyptian café is a
place like no other in the area. The
café serves Mediterranean cuisine
and hookah.
Hookahs of various sizes, shapes
and colors border the room—
ranging in price from $20 to $200.
Hookah can be smoked inside the
café because it is all tobacco free and
is made with a dried fruit mixture

‘‘
I

t’s nice because
you get to try
everything, but we also
have something for
everyone. Most stores
either focus on the high
end or the low end, but
we have both.
— Kassi Beasley
associate manager at
Ulta Beauty

called molasses.
Amley said in the Middle East
hookah cafes are more common than
bars, and he wants The Egyptian
Corner to be a place for people
to relax and socialize in a friendly
atmosphere without alcohol.
Amley is the head chef of the
family owned business. He said on
weekends they are open until 2 a.m.
and will serve food until closing.
Amley also caters special events with
his Mediterranean cuisine and has a
lunch buffet on Fridays.
Another business that has just
opened in Carbondale is Ulta Beauty
located in University Mall.
Kassi Beasley, of Marion, is the
associate manager at Ulta Beauty and

said the store has a lot to offer for all
beauty needs.
The store sells makeup and beauty
supplies, but also has a full-service
salon and an esthetician.
Appointments can be made for
the salon, and the esthetician has a
several different treatments available
including Dermalogical MicroZone
targeted treatments, which treat one
area of skin for 20 minutes for $20.
Ulta Beauty, originating in
Chicago, has more than 700 hundred
stores, and is expected to expand by
600 more within the next year or so.
“It’s nice because you get to
try everything, but we also have
something for everyone,” Beasley
said. “Most stores either focus on the
high end or the low end, but we have
both.”
O’Dell said there are many
businesses that have come to the area
in the last several months—some
have yet to open. Two businesses
opening in the coming weeks are
Flame, a restaurant on East Walnut
in the old Spinnoni’s building,
and The Vape Shop, a store selling
electronic cigarettes on the Strip.
Jordan VanDeveer can be reached at
jvandeveer@dailyegyptian.com or
618-536-3311 Ext. 268
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After twisters, damaged
communities come together
DAVID MERCER
DON BABWIN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON
—
Aaron
Montgomery’s house was not damaged
by the tornado that roared through this
central Illinois community. But when
the twister knocked out power across
town, he had to find a way to keep his
5-year-old daughter alive.
The recipient of a heart transplant
last year, Isabel Montgomery requires
machinery to help her breathe and
eat. So her father furiously made
calls looking for help, finally getting
through to a construction company
that loaned two generators.
“I baby-sat the generators with a gas
can last night to make sure they were
full and running,” he said Monday.
The cleanup from Sunday’s outbreak
of tornadoes had scarcely begun, but
people in storm-ravaged towns like
Washington, 140 miles southwest of
Chicago, had to keep moving.
The tornado cut a path about an
eighth of a mile wide from one side of
Washington to the other and damaged
or destroyed as many as 500 homes.
It could be days before power is
restored in the town of 16,000, state
officials said Monday, and debris was
still scattered across the streets. But
people forced out of their homes were
allowed back in Monday to survey
damage and see what they could save.
In one neighborhood, homeowners
and their friends and families worked
quickly in a stiff, cold breeze. Some
homes had been shattered into piles
of brick, drywall and lumber. Others,
like Jessica Bochart’s house, still had
sections standing.
“All of this can be replaced,” she said,
gesturing at the collapsed remnants
of her ceiling. But inside the home
she shares with her husband, son and

daughter, she was relieved to find some
irreplaceable things intact — photos,
family heirlooms and the Bochart’s cat,
Patches.
“He was sitting under our dining
table, looking like, ‘What happened?’”
Bochart said as she weighed the next set
of decisions. Among them: Where will
the family live for now? Offers from
friends and family had poured in, and
they were in a hotel for the moment,
but she hesitated with the decision.
“I don’t know,” she said after a long
moment’s thought.
Though the powerful line of
thunderstorms and tornadoes howled
across 12 states Sunday, flattening
neighborhoods in minutes, the death
toll stood at just eight.
Forecasters’ uncannily accurate
predictions, combined with television
and radio warnings, text-message alerts
and storm sirens, almost certainly
saved lives.
But in Washington the hardest-hit
town, many families, like the Bocharts,
were also in church.
“I don’t think we had one church
damaged,” Mayor Gary Manier said.
Daniel Bennett was officiating
Sunday service before 600 to 700
people when he heard a warning. Then
another. And another.
“I’d say probably two dozen
phones started going off in the
service, and everybody started
looking down,” he said.
What they saw was a text message
that a twister was in the area.
Bennett stopped the service and
ushered everyone to a safe place until
the threat passed.
A day later, many in the
community believed that the
messages helped minimize the
number of dead and injured.
“That’s got to be connected,”
Bennett said as he bicycled through a

neighborhood looking for parishioners’
homes. “The ability to get instant
information.”
Another factor was forecasting,
which has steadily improved with
the arrival of faster, more powerful
computers. Scientists are now better
able to replicate atmospheric processes
into mathematical equations.
In the last decade alone,
forecasters have doubled the
number of days in advance weather
experts can anticipate major
storms, said Bill Bunting of the
National Weather Service.
But Bunting, forecast operations
chief of the service’s Storm Prediction
Center in Norman, Okla., said it was
not until Saturday that the atmospheric
instability that turns smaller storm
systems into larger, more menacing
ones came into focus.
Information from weather stations,
weather balloons, satellite imagery
and radar told scientists that there was
more than enough moisture — fuel for
storms — making its way northeast
from the Gulf of Mexico.
Despite Sunday’s destruction and
at least eight deaths, 2013 has been
a relatively mild year for twisters in
the U.S., with the number of twisters
running at or near record lows.
So far this year, there have
been 886 preliminary reports of
tornadoes, compared with about
1,400 preliminary reports usually
received by the weather service office
by mid-November.
Similar slow years were 1987
and 1989.
An outbreak like the one that
developed Sunday usually happens
about once every seven to 10 years,
according to tornado experts at the
National Weather Service’s Storm
Prediction Center and National Severe
Storm Lab in Norman, Okla.

After years in California, doctor reWXUQVWR0H[LFRÀJKWVGUXJJDQJV
TIM JOHNSON
Associated Press
TEPALCATEPEC, Mexico — Dr.
Jose Manuel Mireles dons a white
lab coat and attends to patients at a
clinic during the day. But during off
hours, he has a second calling: chief
of a ragtag band of armed vigilantes
who are trying to keep gangsters out
of the small city of Tepalcatepec.
After living a decade in Modesto,
Calif., Mireles, 55, returned to this
corner of Mexico’s Michoacan state in
2007, bringing his family with him.
His return was not easy. Drugtrafficking gangsters marauded across
the land, and his hometown had
grown unrecognizably violent.
“We used to have seven or eight
executions every week,” Mireles
said, and nearly every business and
ranch was paying extortion fees to
the dominant drug-trafficking crime

gang, known as the Knights Templar.
So on Feb. 24, Mireles and a cabal
of other disgruntled citizens took
up arms, set up sandbag bunkers at
the four entrances to the city and
hung banners that said the Knights
Templar gangsters would face the
armed wrath of residents if they
entered city limits.
“For eight months now, we’ve had
no murders, no extortions, no rapes,
no turf taxes, nothing,” Mireles said.
Mireles is now famous in these
parts, known simply as “the doctor,”
instantly recognizable with his
shock of wavy graying hair, a bushy
moustache, movie-star good looks
and deep, resonant voice.
He’s also a hero to many of
the 400 families of Tepalcatepec
migrants living in the Modesto area
of California’s fertile Central Valley.
“He’s got the support of 100
percent of the community here,”

Salvador Andrade Mendoza, the
head of the Casa Michoacan
Federation in Modesto, said in a
telephone interview.
Mireles said his self-defense group,
part of a network of armed citizen
groups that over the past weekend
captured the seventh of Michoacan’s
113 townships, wasn’t looking for
war with the Knights Templar.
Rather, the groups just want to keep
the gang away.
Mireles said Article 10 of Mexico’s
Constitution permitted citizens to
carry weapons “for their protection
and legitimate defense,” even though
some of the assault rifles the selfdefense groups carry are restricted to
use by police and soldiers.
Since local police operate in
tandem with organized crime,
and state law agents are often in
collusion as well, Mireles said the
group had no option.
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Charge in court
Meek __ lamb
Bathing spots
Not transparent
Physicists
Pierre & Marie
47 Lure; entice
48 “The __ Piper
of Hamelin”

11/19/13

49 Gas station
chain
50 Portion
52 Man or boy
53 Night light
54 Cincinnati, __
55 Three squared
59 Mayonnaise
container, e.g.

ROPRAL

ROPRAL
THGINK
ROPRAL

POXSEE
POXSEE
NEMLIG
POXSEE

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills
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Monday’s  Puzzle  Solved

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

-

11
12
14
21
25
26
27
28

DOWN
Show-off
Egg-shaped
Bull, in Spain
Deadly snake
Bank robbery
Bullets
Appear
Try
Loan shark
Traditions
learned
Carps
In __; sulking
Closest
Heavy book
Raced
Utter
Give a speech
Booby prize
winner
Misrepresent
Toward shelter
Tiny part of an
archipelago
Long periods
Impoverished
Helsinki native
Comic’s zinger

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Tuesday’s  Puzzle  Solved
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags
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ACROSS
1 Sweltering
4 __ out; get rid
of gradually
9 Arm bone
13 Cosmetic brand
15 Nation in the
Middle East
16 Cleansing bar
17 Colt’s mother
18 Like a threeminute egg
19 Encourage
20 Disgusting
22 Nap
23 Part of a tooth
24 “__ you kidding
me?”
26 Serious;
unsmiling
29 Native of the
largest state in
Germany
34 Ordinary writing
35 Criminal
36 Observe
37 Vane direction
38 Refueling ship
39 __ vera; lotion
ingredient
40 Dined
41 Long-running
Broadway play
42 Prevailing
tendency
43 Lantern fuel
45 Girl’s bow
46 Chum
47 Large brass
instrument
48 One of the
Three Bears
51 Baptism by
dunking
56 Baghdad’s
nation
57 Wynonna’s ma
58 CDEF
followers
60 Beige shade
61 Wed on the run
62 One of 3 ships
for Columbus
63 __ on; be
overly fond of
64 Leases
65 “...__ the
ramparts we...”

2

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles:
THEFT
SLANT
PARLAY
MIDDLE
Jumbles:
BATCH
MONEY
FIGURE
JOYFUL
Jumbles:
THEFT
SLANT
PARLAY
MIDDLE
Yesterday’s
Tuesday’s
Saturday’s
Jumbles:
THEFT
SLANT
PARLAY
MIDDLE
Yesterday’s
He
wanted
to goatbowling,
but he didn’t
have —
Answer:
Yesterday’s
When
a
lion
is
great
word
puzzles,
he’s
Answer:
He wanted
to gotobowling,
butbut
hehe
didn’t
Answers: Answer:
He
wanted
go bowling,
didn’thave
have—
—
Answer:
SPARE
TIME
known TIME
as “King — OF THE JUMBLE.”
SPARE
SPARE TIME

Aries — Today is a 9 — Stay close
to home as much as you can; re-juice
and restore. Keep up the good work;
you’re making a good impression.
Don’t believe everything you think.
Realize a domestic dream.

Cancer — Today is a 9 — Your
power is intense. Your dreams
are achievable, and you see it.
Follow your yellow brick road.
Bring a friend along for company
and comfort.

Libra — Today is a 7 — Career
opportunities arise. You must be
willing to play the game. Sometimes
all it takes is a bold declaration, or to
sign on the bottom line. You don’t
need to know how.

Capricorn — Today is an 8 —
You’re an expert at creating the
right team for the task at hand
now. You’re encouraging and
encouraged. Together you can do
more than you thought possible.

Taurus — Today is a 7 — Dream
up a juicy goal, and then make it
happen. Your skills are getting more
impressive. Stop for long enough
to give yourself credit. Keep on
learning. No gambling or shopping.

Leo — Today is a 6 — It’s easier
to get things done privately now.
Finish up old business with your
creative touch. You’re especially
sensitive, and risk taking things too
personally. Comparison shop.

Scorpio — Today is an 8 — Go
to where you’ve never been before.
And discover something new
about yourself by listening intently.
Travel and romance both look good
for the next couple of days.

Aquarius — Today is a 9 —
Start a challenging project at work,
and succeed by thinking from a
different perspective. Imagine the
celebratory glass of bubbly, and
the impact of the job done.

Gemini — Today is a 9 —There
are opportunities to make
money, as well as some to lose
it. Keep a clear head. Don’t let it
slip through your fingers. A little
organization goes a long way.

Virgo — Today is an 7 —
Everything seems clear. You see the
changes you want to make. You’re
inclined to get a lot of work done;
don’t forget to play. You and your
friends are just getting older.

Sagittarius — Today is a 7 — Get
ready for transformation, or just
accept it. You feel rejuvenated and
ready for action. Curiosity makes you
quite attractive. Romance is part of
the picture. Do financial planning.

Pisces — Today is a 7 —
Love is definitely in the air, and serves
comfort when money’s tight. Finish
something you promised. Honor
your dreams and make them real
because you say so. Make it fun.
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Salukis still have work to do in Terre Haute

TERRANCE PEACOCK
Daily Egyptian
Saturday may be the last game of
the regular season, and at this point,
the Salukis are on the outside looking
in in terms of making the playoffs,
but that does not mean the team has
nothing to play for.
Coach Dale Lennon believes
there is a chance the team can still
somehow find its way into the pool
of 24 Football Championship Series
playoff teams, as long as it takes care
of business Saturday against Indiana
State University.
“Some people love the MVFC
and would want to see five teams
come out of the conference, and
others think that they should go by
the win-loss column only,” Lennon
said. “This is the first year with this
selection committee. They have
rewritten some of the selection
criteria, so we just have to see what’s
in store.”
The Salukis have had ups, downs
and everything else in between, and
will look to finish their season on a
high note.

LEWIS MARIEN | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Junior running back Malcolm Agnew carries the ball Saturday during the Salukis’ 24-17 win over the
Illinois State University Redbirds at Saluki Stadium. Agnew and junior running back Ken Malcome
combined for 126 rushing yards on 28 carries that led to a 14-0 second half shutout for SIU. The Salukis
will play their last regular season game Saturday against the Indiana State University Sycamores in
Terre Haute, Ind.
With a win against Indiana strongly enough about the MVFC to more towards the end of the season,
State Saturday, and a Youngstown put four teams into the playoffs.
because for them it’s almost the end
State University loss against South
The possibility of making the of the road.
Dakota State University, the Salukis playoffs alone should give the Salukis
“You can see it in their eyes that
would be in a three-way tie for enough motivation to come out with they know it’s all coming to an end,”
second place in the Missouri Valley a win Saturday, but an extra push to Lennon said. “As a head coach you
Football Conference.
get it done could be the fact that the kind of connect with your seniors
If this scenario happens, then all seniors could be playing their last more, especially in the last couple
the Salukis can do is hope; hope the game in a Saluki uniform.
of weeks because you know after
selection committee is in a good
Lennon said he always tries to that last game, your relationship is
mood, and hope the committee feels connect with his seniors a little bit going to change, and you just want

to appreciate that coach-player
relationship as much as you can and
as long as it lasts.”
The seniors will be looking for a
win in the last regular season game
of their Saluki career and although
Indiana State holds a 1-10 start,
Lennon said the Sycamores are a
little bit better than what their record
entails.
“At the beginning of the year,
they came in picked to finish high
in the Missouri Valley Conference,
so I believe that it’s very deceiving,”
he said. “They had a hard schedule,
so they’ve been playing catch-up ball
since the beginning of the season.
Even with the hard matchups, you
can see the fight of the team, which
shows how much character they have
in their program.”
The Sycamores started the season
against Big Ten Schools Indiana
University and Purdue University
in consecutive weeks. ISU lost to
Indiana 73-35 and was defeated
by Purdue University 20-14 the
following week.
The Sycamores chose to schedule
two extremely tough games to start
the season and it backfired, still
Lennon said the Salukis shouldn’t
take ISU lightly and will need to
jump out to a lead early.
“It’s always good to get a lead no
matter if they’ve won eight-in-a-row or
lost eight-in-a-row,” Lennon said. “You
really just have to be ready to battle.”

Terrance Peacock can be reached at
tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 256.

UALR female swim team joins Missouri Valley Conference
AARON GRAFF
Daily Egyptian
The Missouri Valley Conference
commissioner, Doug Elgin, has
announced the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock women’s
swim team, has joined the conference
as an affiliate.
UALR coach Amy Burgess said the
team was in the Sun Belt conference
before switching, and it was almost
forced to switch conferences because
of other swim teams leaving for other
conferences.
“We are super excited and very
honored to be a part of (the MVC),”

SWIM
CONTINUED FROM

12

Walker said she takes her work
ethic to an extreme amount
sometimes. She pushes to the very
end of every race even when she is
hurting, and that is something the
team needs to win.
“She is a fighter when it comes
to racing,” Walker said.
“We
absolutely need that in the pool,
and she is willing to lay it all out
there to win.”

Burgess said. “It is a good move for us
geography wise and it is a little more
fitting for us on the competitive side.”
Saluki coach Rick Walker said he
was in favor of UALR joining to
better competition in the conference.
“Another team in the mix is really
a good thing for the Missouri Valley,”
he said.
Walker said UALR does have
some strong individual swimmers,
but the competition of the MVC is
overall more fitting to them than the
Sun Belt conference.
“They
actually
will
have
competition at the level where they
are coming in,” Walker said. “It is not

‘‘I

t adds more competition to our conference. It makes us bigger and gives us the chance to
prove who we are and who we can be.

only going to make them better, but
it is going to make the teams they are
coming in and challenging better.”
Senior Kristy Hinkle said she is
glad UALR is joining because the
MVC can have a better name as a
whole, and makes every win more
glorified against more competition.
“It adds more competition to
our conference,” Hinkle said. “It

‘‘S

— Kristy Hinkle
senior

makes us bigger and gives us the
chance to prove who we are and
who we can be.”
Burgess said the swimmers of
UALR are excited to compete in
the conference, and they will be
more competitive in a more fitting
environment.
“We are going to have a lot more
opportunities with the Missouri

he is a fighter when it comes to racing. We absolutely need that in the pool, and she is
willing to lay it all out there to win.

Hinkle and Walker both said
James is working on improving
herself. Walker said she has gotten
better at letting the stroke work
for her as opposed to muscling up.
Hinkle said she is young, and will
improve even more with experience.
“Everyone has somewhere to go,

— Rick Walker
coach

and she can only go up from where
she is at,” Hinkle said.
Hinkle said James always comes
in with a smile and is willing to
work. She is always happy to be
there, and Walker admires her
spirit and passion for the team and
the sport.

“She’s a refreshing spirit on the
team,” Walker said. “I look forward
to the dynamic she brings to the
team and how the team is going to
utilize that and get better.”
James said her goals for this season
are to place well at conference and
to help the team out as much as she

Valley and it gets them excited and a
little more competitive,” Burgess said.
SIU will compete at UALR Jan.
18, and will see them again at the
conference championships Feb. 1315 in Carbondale.

Aaron Graff can be contacted at
agraff@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 282.
can while she is a student here. She
said she loves relays because she is
racing with her team, but improving
as an individual.
“I am really trying to just work
hard and make myself a better
swimmer,” James said. “I really
am excited to be here at SIU, and
I know that now that I’m here, it
really is a perfect fit for me.”

Aaron Graff can be contacted at
agraff@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 282.
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SWIMMING

-DPHVÀQGVSHUIHFWÀWZLWK6DOXNLV
AARON GRAFF
Daily Egyptian
According to swim Coach Rick
Walker, freshman Sarah James has
a chance at putting her name in the
Saluki record books by the end of
her college tenure.
James chose SIU because of the
family environment she instantly
saw on her recruiting trip. She
said she wanted to be on a team
that continuously works hard, and
enjoys being around each other.
“I chose SIU because it was a
perfect fit for me,” James said.
“When I came on my recruiting
trip I fell in love with this school
and I definitely fell in love with the
team itself.”
James, originally from Colorado
Springs, Colo. is accustomed to not
always spending time with her family.
Her mom has been a swimming
coach, and she knew what she was
getting into in coming to SIU. Even
so, she does feel slightly homesick,
and looks forward to her visit home
during break.
Even as a freshman, James
has claimed success as a Saluki,
winning multiple races including
the 200 yard backstroke against
Missouri State, a team which has
won the conference tournament six
years in a row.
“My favorite thing about
swimming is definitely the feeling
(I) get after (I) have a great swim.”
James said.
Her teammate, senior Kristy
Hinkle said James is a huge asset
to the team and it is hard to keep

JOHN SCOTT | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Freshman swimmer Sarah James listens to coach Rick Walker Monday during practice at the Recreation Center. James says it is much
easier to train in southern Illinois rather than Colorado due to the difference in elevation. James helped lead her team to a win during the
weekend at the Henderson Invitational with individual first place wins in the 100-yard and 200-yard backstroke. The team’s next event is
Friday at the Missouri Invite in Columbia, Mo.
up with her.
She remembers
James’ visit to SIU, and Hinkle
said she knew James would be a
great catch.
“I remember on her recruiting

trip when she came in,” Hinkle
said. “(I) knew then that she was
going to be a great person for us
to have.”
Hinkle said James’ best quality

as an athlete is her work ethic.
She said James is capable of doing
anything she wants because of how
hard she trains.
“She sees something, she wants

it, she is going to go get it,” Hinkle
said. “I saw that in her back when
I first met her a year ago.”
Please see SWIM | 11
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Comeback bid falls short for SIU
TYLER DIXON
Daily Egyptian
Austin Peay State University hosted
a block party Tuesday night and the
Salukis were not invited.
The Governors finished the
game with 13 blocks and the most
important block came on the final
play, as sophomore guard Anthony
Beane was denied a final attempt as
the Salukis fell 72-70.
Senior guard Desmar Jackson tied
his career-high with 29 points and
finished with 10 rebounds in the loss.
Scoring was not spread around
for the Salukis in the first half.
Jackson led with 11. They shot 1328 from the field but only 1-5 from
3-point range.
For the second straight game, the
Salukis finished the first half with
eight turnovers.
Sophomore guard Marcus Fillyaw
who finished with 17 points in the
loss to the Billikens was not on the
court very often in the half, only
logging two minutes. Fillyaw picked
up two early fouls and was benched

for the rest of the half.
The Salukis continued their
strong rebounding for the first half
of the game, and out rebounded the
Governors 19-18.
SIU trailed 35-32 going into the
break but Austin Peay started the
second half on a mission and built a
55-38 lead with 13 minutes left.
The Salukis fought back towards
the end of the game and were in
good position to try and steal a win
on the road.
Governor guard Fred Garmon went
to the line with a chance to ice the
game for Austin Peay, they led 72-70
with Garmon getting two free throws.
He missed both and the Salukis had
the ball with 12 seconds left.
After several errant passes, Beane
attempted a floater but was blocked
by Austin Peay forward Chris Horton
as time expired. Horton finished the
game with seven blocks.
Sophomore guard Jalen Pendleton
continued to be the spark off the
bench for the Salukis. He finished
with 13 points, but was 5-10 from
the free-throw line.

Beane continued his poor shooting
from the field. He was 3-10 in the
game and is now 9-31 which puts
him at 29 percent for the year.
Fouls were again an issue for
the Salukis as they were called for
27 fouls, the Governors tallied 22.
SIU went to the line 23 times in the
game but was only able to capitalize
on 14 attempts.
Despite the loss, the Salukis out
rebounded Austin Peay 48-34.
SIU finished 2-10 from the
3-point line for the second game in
a row. Jackson and Fillyaw have made
the only Saluki 3-pointers in the last
two games. Each player made one in
each game.
The Salukis welcome Missouri
University
of
Science
and
Technology, to SIU Arena Thursday.
It is the Salukis’ first game in the
Gulf Coast Showcase which they
will finish up when they travel to
Estero, Fla. this weekend.

Tyler Dixon can be reached at
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 269.

Senior guard
Desmar
Jackson takes
a jump shot
Nov. 9 against
William Jewell
College at SIU
Arena. Jackson
lead the Salukis
with 29 points
during their
72-70 loss
Tuesday at
Austin Peay
University. The
loss brings
SIU’s record
to 0-3 after
dropping
three straight
to open
the season.
SIU returns
home to host
Missouri
University of
Science and
Technology
at 7:05 p.m.
Thursday at SIU
Arena.
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